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ABSTRACT Underwater acoustic cluster networks (UACNs) are commonly used due to their adaptability in
dynamic underwater environments. While the low-energy adaptive clustering hierarchy (LEACH) protocol
was initially designed for radio frequency (RF) cluster networks, it has also been applied to UACNs.
However, the LEACH protocol uses lengthy overheads per packet due to its use of global or wide-scale IDs,
leading to increased communication latency and energy usage per packet. To address this issue, we propose
the low-latency low-energy adaptive clustering hierarchy (L3EACH) protocol. The L3EACH protocol is a
comprehensive framework that integrates ID assignment, time slot reservation, packet routing, and self-
network organization. The protocol uses shorter overheads by assigning local IDs instead of global or wide-
scale IDs. It assigns unique IDs to nodes within a cluster and reassigns the same IDs to nodes in other
clusters, i.e., spatial ID reuse. The protocol also allocates IDs and time slots on demand to maximize network
resources. To further enhance the protocol, we introduce the L3EACH-Version 2 (L3EACH-V2) protocol,
which modulates the preamble bits to embed the IDs in the overhead rather than inserting extra bits. We also
provide the computational complexity of the L3EACH-V2 protocol. Compared to the DIVE protocol, the
L3EACH protocol reduces the ID length and average energy per packet by 50% and 13%, respectively.
Furthermore, the L3EACH-V2 protocol reduces the average energy per packet by 27% and increases the
network throughput by 16% compared to the L3EACH protocol, making it an efficient and scalable solution,
especially, for dense UACNs.

INDEX TERMS Underwater acoustic sensor networks, cluster topologies, node identification, preamble
modulations, multiple access network, routing protocol, self-network organization.

I. INTRODUCTION
Over 70% of the Earth’s surface is covered by oceans, which
play a crucial role in the ecosystem [1]. Underwater wireless
sensor networks (UWSNs) are widely used for various pur-
poses, including ecosystem monitoring, resource discovery,
safety, and security [2]. However, the dynamic topology of
UWSNs presents deployment challenges, as highlighted in
several studies [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. To address
these challenges, UWSNs can be configured as ad hoc
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networks with star, tree, mesh, or cluster topologies. Cluster
topologies divide the network into groups, each consisting of
a cluster head and several cluster members [11], [12], [13],
[14], [15]. Cluster heads establish multi-hop transmission
between the source and sink, reducing energy consumption
while mitigating impairments of acoustic channels, such as
multi-path fading and beam bending [1], [16]. Therefore,
cluster topologies are preferred over other topologies.

However, using conventional cluster-based protocols can
lead to a reduction in network lifetime due to the energy
depletion of cluster heads [17]. To address this issue, Heinzel-
man et al. introduced the low-energy adaptive clustering
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hierarchy (LEACH) protocol for radio frequency (RF) net-
works [17], [18], which has since been adapted for under-
water acoustic clustering networks (UACNs) [11], [12], [13],
[14], [15], [19]. The LEACH protocol extends the network
lifetime by aggregating data and rotating the cluster head
role among sensor nodes. Several protocols based on the
LEACHprotocol have been proposed for underwater commu-
nications to improve multiple access control (MAC) schemes
and routing mechanisms in cluster networks [21], [22], [23].
For example, Salva-Garau and Stojanovic proposed a time
division multiple access (TDMA) scheme that utilizes code
division multiple access (CDMA) to enable spatial reuse of
time slots across the network [24]. Byun et al. introduced a
contention-based MAC scheme that incorporates an initial-
ization phase for time slot requests and a transmission phase
for data packet transmission [25]. Ahmad et al. proposed a
routing protocol that distributes functions equally among all
nodes to reduce the energy consumption [26]. Khan et al.
proposed a multi-layer routing protocol that addresses load
transmission and energy consumption imbalances in sensor
nodes [27].

Due to assigning long identifications (IDs) for sensor
nodes, LEACH-based MAC and routing protocols have high
overheads. Many schemes were proposed to assign IDs to
sensor nodes in the literature, such as global and wide-scale
ID schemes [28]. The global ID scheme uses the physical
IDs of devices, which is simple to implement. However,
it has a high overhead since the physical IDs are too long
compared to the payload. In addition, it requires a high level
of coordination between the vendors of acoustic technology,
which is challenging. The wide-scale ID schemes, such as
preconfiguration and auto-assignment schemes, provide rel-
atively shorter IDs. The preconfiguration scheme assigns IDs
to sensor nodes before the network deployment. However,
this scheme is not scalable since adding sensor nodes to the
network is impossible after deployment [28]. On the other
hand, auto-assignment schemes assign unique IDs to every
node automatically after the deployment, and they resolve ID
conflicts [29], [30], [31], [32]. However, the wide-scale ID
schemes assign IDs with a length that grows logarithmically
with the number of sensor nodes. Hence, they are not appro-
priate for deployment in dense networks since they reduce the
throughputs and energy efficiency of UACNs [28], [29], [30].

On the other hand, the preamble signal is a well-known
special pattern, prepended to the packet header at the trans-
mitter and used by the receiver to perform frame synchroniza-
tion and channel estimation. In RF communication systems,
there have been many works on modulating the preamble
signals to carry extra information, including but not limited
to control signals, beam and cell IDs, and authentication mes-
sages [33], [34], [35], [36]. In underwater communications,
few works have considered modulating the preamble signals,
such as Asim et al. [37] and Rothan et al. [38], who proposed
embedding user IDs and cell IDs, respectively.

To the best of our knowledge, no protocol has been pro-
posed to reduce the ID length by utilizing the structure of

cluster networks and preamble signals [19], [28]. Therefore,
in this paper, we propose a low-latency low-energy adap-
tive clustering hierarchy (L3EACH) and L3EACH-Version 2
(L3EACH-V2) protocols. The protocols are complete frame-
works that integrate: ID assignment, time slot reservation,
packet routing, and self-network organization. The contribu-
tions of this work are summarized as the following:

• We propose the L3EACH protocol to reduce the commu-
nication latency and energy per packet in UACNs. The
protocol utilizes the clustering architecture to reuse the
same IDs spatially in different clusters, i.e., local unique
IDs. The protocol also reserves IDs and time slots for
the sensor nodes on demand to maximize the network
resources.

• For further improvement, we propose the L3EACH-V2
protocol, which dramatically shrinks the overhead field
of the packets. In contrast to the L3EACH protocol, the
L3EACH-V2 protocol embeds the IDs implicitly in the
overhead by modulating the preamble signal.

• We propose a criterion that optimizes the detection
threshold to minimize the error probability of preamble
demodulations in the case of the L3EACH-V2 protocol.

• The computational complexity of the L3EACH-V2 pro-
tocol is introduced to show the extra digital signal pro-
cessing (DSP) required over the L3EACH protocol. The
computational complexity of the L3EACH-V2 is the
only significant cost paid to get its advantages.

• In numerical results, we show the average length of
the IDs and average energy per packet used in the
cases of the L3EACH and DIVE protocols. Further-
more, we evaluate the probabilities of missed and false
ID detection of the L3EACH-V2 protocol. In addi-
tion, we compare the successful packet delivery cases
of the L3EACH-V2, L3EACH, and DIVE protocols.
Lastly, we analyze the computational complexity of the
L3EACH-V2 protocol versus the network density (i.e.,
the number of sensor nodes in the network).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses the related works in the literature in more detail.
In Section III, we introduce the architecture of cluster net-
works and link models. Section IV presents the framework of
the L3EACHprotocol. SectionV introduces the framework of
the L3EACH-V2 protocol and shows the analysis of its com-
putational complexity. In Section VI, we numerically assess
the network performance of the L3EACH and L3EACH-V2
protocols and compare their performances with the DIVE
protocol. Finally, conclusions, challenges, and future works
are presented in SectionVII.

II. RELATED WORKS IN THE LITERATURE
In the literature, several protocols have been proposed
to assign wide-scale IDs to sensor nodes, including
[29], [30], [31], [32]. These protocols aim to minimize the
number of bits required for each ID, in order to reduce the
overhead required by communication protocols and extend
the network’s lifespan. For instance, Agrawal et al. [29]
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proposed a protocol that simplifies the ID assignment and
resolution process, to deal with conflicts and ensure each
node receives a unique ID. It also provides information about
network addresses to all nodes, allowing for name resolution.
The protocol is designed in a decentralized manner, removing
the necessity of a central node or database to oversee address
management. Zhao et al. [30] proposed an efficient topol-
ogy discovery protocol (ETDP) that enables adaptive node
ID assignment and topology discovery simultaneously. The
protocol reduces energy consumption and packet collisions
by controlling transmissions based on a local timer and divid-
ing the network into different layers. Petroccia [31], [32]
proposed the DIVE protocol, which is a self-adaptive dis-
tributed solution for assigning unique IDs and discovering
topology. The protocol consists of two primary procedures
that operate concurrently. The initial procedure is responsible
for distributing the necessary information to assign node IDs
and detect the network topology. The second procedure is
necessary to ensure that node IDs are unique throughout the
entire network. The protocol includes built-in procedures that
guarantee the assignment of unique IDs in the network, even
in unreliable communication channels.
These mentioned protocols assign IDs with lengths that
increase logarithmically with the number of sensor nodes,
which reduces the throughput and energy efficiency of dense
networks [28], [29], [30]. On the other hand, the L3EACH
and L3EACH-V2 protocols assign local unique IDs whose
length does not increase with the number of sensor nodes.
Local IDs are much shorter than wide-scale ones, espe-
cially in dense networks. Moreover, the L3EACH-V2 proto-
col embeds the local IDs implicitly in the preamble signal
rather than adding them to the overhead. Furthermore, our
proposed protocols integrate ID assignment, time slot reser-
vation, packet routing, and self-network organization. The ID
assignment process is combined with the time slot reserva-
tion process to eliminate collisions. The IDs and time slots
are assigned to the nodes on demand to maximize network
resources. Relative to the related protocols in the literature,
the proposed protocols significantly prolong the lifetime and
increase the achievable throughput of UACNs.

III. NETWORK ARCHITECTURES OF THE L3EACH AND
L3EACH-V2 PROTOCOLS
This section introduces the cluster topology and models the
links of the L3EACH and L3EACH-V2 protocols.

A. UNDERWATER CLUSTER TOPOLOGIES
Figure 1 illustrates the cluster topology, where sensor nodes
are organized into small and larger clusters. Within a small
cluster, one sensor node acts as the cluster head (SeCH), and
the remaining sensors function as sensor cluster members
(SeCMs). Similarly, within a large cluster, one sink node
acts as the sink cluster head (SiCH), and SeCH nodes as
cluster members. Sensor nodes compare the strengths of the
received signals from cluster heads and join the cluster of
the closest cluster head. Once the clusters are created, the

FIGURE 1. A general hierarchy shows the cluster topology of the L3EACH
and L3EACH-V2 protocols. The clip arts, in this figure, are reproduced
from [39].

communication setup proceeds from SiCHs to SeCMs (i.e.,
downward), and the transmission begins from SeCMs to
SiCHs (i.e., upward) [17], [18], [20], [27]. Due to the broad-
cast nature of acoustic communications, packet collisions
may occur within the same cluster (i.e., intra-collisions) or
between neighboring clusters (i.e., inter-collisions). Cluster
heads assign time slots and CDMA codes to their members
to eliminate intra and inter-collisions, respectively [21], [22],
[24]. To prolong the network’s lifetime, the LEACH protocol
applies the following tactics. First, the role of the cluster
head is rotated among the sensor nodes. The nodes com-
press the correlated data into uncorrelated ones (i.e., data
aggregation) before the transmissions. Cluster members turn
their transmitters on only when they have new data ready
for transmission. However, the cluster heads always keep
their transceivers on to allocate the resources and receive and
forward the packets [17].

B. UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC LINK MODEL
Underwater acoustic links are affected by path loss, interfer-
ence, thermal noise, multi-path fading, Doppler dispersions,
and beam bending [1], [16]. In UACNs, long links between
nodes are partitioned into shorter links of a few kilome-
ters [40], [41]. Although sensor nodes are assumed to be
stationary in seawater, they can undergo unintentional move-
ments with a small velocity of 0.5 m/s due to currents and
waves [42]. Short-range quasi-stationary links can be mod-
eled while neglecting multi-path fading, beam bending, and
Doppler dispersion [37], [42], [43]. The effects of path loss,
interference, and noise are frequency dependent. Turbulence
and ship interferences only affect low frequencies (tens to a
few hundred Hz), while wind interference and thermal noise
only affect high frequencies (above a few hundred Hz) [1],
[16], [45]. In this paper, we assume a high carrier frequency,
and we consider only the impacts of wind interference and
thermal noise in addition to the path loss [1], [16].

The path loss of seawater is induced by absorption and
spreading losses. The path loss between the ith SiCH node
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and the jth SeCH node over a distance Lji is given as [16]

10 logAji(f ) = 10Lji log a(f ) + 10µ log ( 103 Lji), dB.

(1)

In this equation, the first term represents the absorption
loss, where a(f ) is the absorption coefficient. The second
term represents the spreading loss, where µ is the spreading
factor.1 The distance, Lji, is given in kilometers, i ̸= j ∈

{1, 2, . . . ,N }, N is the total number of nodes (i.e., sinks
and sensors), and f is the frequency in kHz. For high car-
rier frequencies, the absorption coefficient can be expressed
empirically using Thorp’s formula as [1]

10 log(a(f )) =
0.11 f 2

1 + f 2
+

44 f 2

4100 + f 2
+ 2.75 × 10−4f 2

+ 0.003, dB/Km. (2)

This equation shows that path-loss increases nonlinearly
with the frequency, implying that high-frequency commu-
nications require higher transmission powers than low-
frequency ones. For a given spectrum of transmission power,
Ptji(f ), the received power is given as

Prji =

∫ fmax

fmin
A−1
ji (f )Ptji(f ) df ,Watt, (3)

where fmin and fmax are the minimum and maximum frequen-
cies of the spectrum, respectively.

The wind interference plus thermal noise of the jth receiver,
INj(f ), is expressed as

INj(f ) =
6.3492
1017

(
Iwj (f ) + N th

j (f )
)

, Watt/Hz, (4)

where the wind interference, Iwj (f ), is computed as [45]

Iwj (f ) = 10
(
7.5w1/2

+20 log(f )−40 log(f+0.4)+50
)
/10, (5)

where w is the wind speed in m/s. The thermal noise, N th
j (f ),

is computed as [45]

N th
j (f ) = 10(−15+20 log(f ))/10. (6)

The signal-to-interference plus noise ratio (SINRji) is
obtained as

SINRji =
Prji∫ fmax

fmin
INj(f ) df

. (7)

The SINRji is a function of the link range, and cluster mem-
bers use it to identify the closest cluster heads. Also, SINRji is
frequency dependent, and it can be optimized by selecting the
appropriate operating frequency based on the link range. For
instance, the communication links between SiCH and SeCH
nodes (i.e., long-range in order of tens of kilometers) should
use lower operating frequencies. In contrast, the communica-
tion links between SeCM and SeCH nodes (i.e., short-range
in order of a few kilometers) should use higher operating
frequencies [1], [16], [45].

1The spreading factor µ describes the geometric spreading of the acoustic
waves, whereµ = {1, 1.5, 2} for cylindrical, practical, and spherical spreads,
respectively.

FIGURE 2. Process flow of the L3EACH protocol.

IV. LOW-LATENCY LOW-ENERGY ADAPTIVE
CLUSTERING HIERARCHY (L3EACH) PROTOCOL
The L3EACH protocol is a comprehensive framework
incorporating ID assignment, time slot reservation, packet
routing, and self-network organization. The protocol dynam-
ically allocates resources on demand,2 including IDs, CDMA
codes, and time slots. The ID and CDMA code assignments
are based on spatial reusing used in radio frequency (RF)
networks [46], [47]. Additionally, time slot reservation is
inspired by reserved-channel MAC and Aloha-random back-
off schemes [25], [48]. The L3EACH protocol reduces packet
overheads, enhances the energy efficiency of the networks,
and reduces network congestion. Section IV-A bellow intro-
duces the protocol in more detail.

2The protocol does not allocate resources to nodes that do not have data
for transmission, such as sleeping, dead, and lost nodes.
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A. THE PROTOCOL MODEL
Figures 2 and 3 depict the process flow and time diagram
of the L3EACH protocol, respectively. Additionally, Algo. 1
presents the pseudocode of its implementation.

The process flow depicted in Fig. 2 divides the process into
rounds, each consisting of several phases: one setup phase and
multiple initialization and transmission phases. The cluster
heads are elected for a current round during the setup phase.
Initialization and transmission phases are repeated in each
round to allow all cluster members to access the medium
within the same round without waiting for the next one.
The first initialization phase in each round performs cluster
creation, and ID, CDMA, and time slot assignments. Specif-
ically, the SiCH nodes create large clusters and allocate the
resources to the SeCH nodes. Then, the SeCH nodes create
small clusters and allocate the resources to the SeCM nodes.
The subsequent initialization phases only repeat the time slot
assignment process since the rest of the processes (i.e., cluster
creation, and ID and CDMA assignments) are performed
once per round to minimize control messages. Transmission
phases are subdivided into sub-phases, allowing nodes to
send large packets within the same transmission phase and
maximize fairness.

Figure 3 provides profound insight into the time process
of the protocol.3 All parameters shown in the figure are
defined in Table 1. The initialization phase involves bidirec-
tional communication between the cluster heads (SiCH and
SeCH nodes) and cluster members (SeCH and SeCM nodes),
as denoted by the blue and green colors, respectively. They
exchange three messages: ‘‘Hi’’, ‘‘request to send (RTS)’’,
and ‘‘clear to send (CTS)’’ messages. Initially, cluster heads
broadcast ‘‘Hi messages’’ to sensor nodes for creating clus-
ters (line No. 16 in Algo. 1). Then, sensor nodes respond to
the cluster heads with ‘‘RTS messages’’ to request member-
ships and resources (line No. 27 in Algo. 1). Finally, cluster
heads broadcast ‘‘CTS messages’’ to confirm the member-
ships and allocate the resources (line No. 43 in Algo. 1).
On the other hand, transmission phases are unidirectional
communications, where cluster members send data packets
to cluster heads in the reserved time slots (lines No. 46-52 in
Algo. 1).
The time intervals for each phase are illustrated in Fig. 3.

The round interval, denoted as τr , is calculated by summing
up the intervals of all phases as

τr = tor+1 − tor = τs +Mt (τin +Msp τsp), (8)

where tor is the beginning time of the r th round, τs is the
setup interval, τin is the initialization interval, τsp is the sub-
phase interval, and Mt and Msp are the number of trans-
mission phases per round and sub-phase per transmission
phase, respectively. The number of sub-phases per transmis-

3In the figure, ten sensor nodes per cluster are considered for illustration
purposes only; however, the protocol can be applied to a larger number of
nodes.

TABLE 1. Definitions of the parameters shown in Figure 3.

sion phase equal to

Msp =

⌊
τt

τsp

⌋
, (9)

where τt is the transmission phase interval, and the symbol
⌊x⌋ means the maximum integer number equal to or less than
the value of x.
The details of the phases are introduced in the following

subsections.

B. SETUP PHASE
The L3EACH protocol initiates rounds with setup phases to
elect SeCH nodes. In the first setup phase, all sensor nodes
have an equal chance of being elected as SeCH nodes with an
election probability P. Once elected, a sensor node cannot be
selected again in the next 1/P setup phases. After 1/P setup
phases, all sensor nodes are eligible to be elected again as
SeCH nodes (lines No. 5-9 in Algo. 1). The ith node generates
a random number between 0 and 1, and if this number is less
than a threshold Λ(i), the node becomes a SeCH node for the
current round. The threshold Λ(i) is calculated as [18]

Λ(i) =


P

1 − P× (r × mod( 1P ))
, if i ∈ G

0, Otherwise,
(10)

where i = {1, 2, . . . ,Ns}, Ns is the total number of sensor
nodes, r = {0, 1, 2, . . . .,R} is the index of the current round,
R+ 1 is the total number of rounds, and G is the set of sensor
nodes that have not been elected as SeCH in the last 1/P
rounds. The practical value of P is usually taken in the range
[0, 0.5] [17].

C. INITIALIZATION PHASES
Once SeCH nodes are elected, the SiCH nodes wait for
random times before broadcasting Hi messages to all SeCH
nodes saying ‘‘My local ID is {LID} and the CDMA code
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FIGURE 3. Time diagram of the L3EACH protocol.

is {CDMA},4 Send your globally unique ID’’. Interested
SeCH nodes respond to Hi messages with RTS messages to
request resources, while non-interesting nodes discard them.
SeCH nodes receive Hi messages from many SiCH nodes
but respond only to the closest ones based on SINRji values.
SeCH nodes modulate the RTS messages using the CDMA
codes and wait for random times before sending the RTS
messages to eliminate collisions. The RTS messages should
say ‘‘My unique global ID is {GID}’’. They contain the unique
global IDs of the SeCH nodes and the local IDs of the SiCH
nodes. SeCH nodes generate the unique global IDs using a
pseudo-random number generator.

SiCH nodes allocate time resources to SeCH nodes based
on the arrival times of RTS messages. SiCH nodes only
assign resources to SeCH nodes whose RTS messages arrived
intact, i.e., without collisions (lines No. 33-34 in Algo. 1).
As illustrated in Fig. 3, RTSmessages arrive at SiCH nodes at
different times, depending on message length, waiting times,
and propagation delay. When the arrival times of two nodes
are similar, RTS messages collide, as shown in the example
of sensor nodes No. 9 and 10 in Fig. 3. The RTS message of
the jth SeCH node arrives to the ith SiCH at arrival time

trtsji = tor︸︷︷︸
Round begining

+ τs + mt (τin + τt )︸ ︷︷ ︸
mt phases

+ twi + tpji + τh︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hi message

+ twj + tpji + τrts︸ ︷︷ ︸
RTS message

, (11)

where τh and τrts are the intervals of Hi and RTS messages,
respectively. Symbol mt is the index of the current transmis-

4The mothership assigns local IDs and CDMA codes to the SiCH nodes.

sion phase, where mt = {0, 1, 2, . . . ,Mt − 1}. Parameters
tpji and tpij are the propagation times between the jth SeCH
and the ith SiCH nodes and vice versa,5 respectively, where
i ̸= j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N }. Symbols twi and twj are the waiting
times of the ith SiCH and the jth SeCH nodes, respectively.
SiCH nodes assign new IDs to SeCH nodes bymapping the

global IDs to local ones. SiCH nodes extract the global IDs
from the received RTS messages and order them in ascending
order. Then, the SiCH nodes verify that the ordered IDs are
unique, and that there is no ID duplication in their clusters
(lines No. 37-40 in Algo. 1). Suppose there are duplicated
IDs6; in that case, the SiCH nodes send unicast messages to
the corresponding SeCH nodes saying ‘‘Regenerate a new
global unique ID’’. The SiCH nodes keep sending unicast
messages until they receive globally unique IDs from the
SeCH nodes in their clusters. Then, the SiCH nodes map
the unique global IDs into unique local IDs and record them
in a cluster members list for the current round. Each round,
SiCH nodes update the cluster members list according to the
demands of the SeCH nodes and SINRji values. SiCH nodes
could map the global IDs to the local IDs using the Huffman
encoder since it shortens the IDs length [46]. The Huffman
encoder is commonly used for source encoding in commu-
nication systems. Huffman probabilities could be computed
based on the channel conditions of the links between SiCH
and SeCH nodes (line No. 41 in Algo. 1). The Huffman
probability, Pji, for the jth SeCH node clustered with the ith

5Values of tpji and t
p
ij should be identical in symmetric channels.

6Increasing the length of global IDs reduces the probability of IDs dupli-
cation in the initialization phase.
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Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for the L3EACH Protocol.
In the Shown Pseudocode, Symbols Y and X Represent
SiCH/SeCH and SeCH/SeCM Nodes, Respectively
1: Input: No. of sink and sensor nodes, network dimen-

sions, election probability, and pseudo-random number
and waiting time generators.

2: Output: Unique IDs and non-collided time slots.
3: /*1- Rounds */
4: for round r = {0, 1, 2, . . . ,R} do
5: /*2- Setup Phase */
6: for sensor node No. i = {1, 2, . . . ,Ns} do
7: Node generates a random number.
8: Node computes Eq. (10).
9: end for

10: New SeCH nodes are elected.
11: /*3- Initialization Phases*/
12: for Initialization phase No. {0, 1, 2, . . . ,Mt − 1} do
13: for Y number i = {1, 2, . . .} do
14: Y waits time twi .
15: if Initialization phase number == 1 then
16: Y broadcasts a Hi message asking for

global IDs.
17: else Y broadcasts Hi message asking local

IDs.
18: end if
19: end for
20: for X No. j = {1, 2, . . .} do
21: if Initialization phase number == 1 then
22: X computes SINRji using Eq. (7).
23: X joints the closest Y based on the SINRji.
24: X gets CDMA code associated with Y
25: X generates global ID.
26: X waits time twj .
27: X sends an RTSmessage with a global ID.
28: else X waits time twj .
29: X sends RTS message with local ID.
30: end if
31: end for

SiCH node is computed as

Pji =
1 − Lji/Li

Ji −
∑Ji

j=1 Lji/Li
, (12)

where Li is the radius of the ith cluster. Cluster radius equals
the maximum distance between the cluster head and its mem-
bers, i.e., Li = max{. . . ,Lji, . . .}. Ji is the total number of
SeCH nodes clustered with the ith SiCH node. Equation (12)
assigns long and short IDs to SeCH nodes that experience
low and high SINRji values, respectively. This assignment
is analogous to source encoding techniques used in classic
communication systems [46].

Assuming the network deploys N nodes and runs for
R+ 1 rounds, the average length of the node IDs is

Algorithm 1 Continuing: Pseudocode for Implementation of
the L3EACH Protocol
32: for Y number i = {1, 2, . . .} do
33: Y checks the arrival times, trtsji , of the RTS
messages.

34: Y computes the reserved time slots { t tji, τ
p
ji ,

τ
p
i }, Eqs. (15), (18), (19).

35: if Initialization phase number == 1 then
36: Y orders the global IDs.
37: if There are duplicated global IDs then
38: Y sends unicast messages asking for
new IDs.

39: Go to step No. 7.
40: end if
41: Y maps the global IDs to local IDs using
Eq. (12).

42: end if
43: Y broadcasts CTS message assigning the

resources to X.
44: end for
45: /*4- Transmission Phases*/
46: for Sub-phase transmission No. {1, 2, . . . ,Msp}

do
47: for X No. j = {1, 2, . . .} do
48: if X finds its ID in the CTS message then
49: X computes the waiting time τwj , Eq.

(17).
50: X sends data packets in interval τ dji .
51: end if
52: end for
53: end for
54: end for
55: end for

computed as

lav =

∑R
r=0

∑N
i=1 l(i, r)

N × (R+ 1)
, (13)

where l(i, r) is the ID length of the ith node in the r th round.
For the same network setting, the ratio of average ID length
of L3EACH to DIVE protocol is computed as

γl =

∑R
r=0

∑N
i=1 lL(i, r)∑R

r=0
∑N

i=1 lD(i, r)
, (14)

where lL(i, r) and lD(i, r) are the ID lengths assigned to the
ith node by the L3EACH and DIVE protocols, respectively,
in the r th round.

D. TRANSMISSION PHASES
SiCH nodes confirm the IDs and time slot resources by
broadcasting CTS messages to SeCH nodes. CTS messages
saying ‘‘Global IDs {. . . ,GIDji,. . . } are mapped to local IDs
{. . . ,LIDji, . . .} for the current round, and the corresponding
time slot reservation is {. . . ,t tji,τ

p
ji ,τ

p
i ,. . . } for the this trans-

mission phase.’’ (line No. 34 in Algo. 1). CTS messages
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assign transmitting times, t tji, intervals of transmissions, τ
p
ji ,

and periodicities, τ pi . The j
th SeCH begins the transmission at

the transmitting time

t tji = tctsji + τcts + τwj , (15)

where tctsji is the arrival time of the CTS message to the jth

SeCH, τcts is the packet length of the CTS messages, and τwj
is the waiting time. The arrival time tctsji is calculated as

tctsji = tor︸︷︷︸
Round begining

+ τs + mt (τin + τt )︸ ︷︷ ︸
mt phases

+ τin︸︷︷︸
Initialization

+ tpji + τcts︸ ︷︷ ︸
CTS message

. (16)

SeCH nodes must wait for τwj after receiving CTS messages
and before beginning the transmission to avoid collisions.
SiCH nodes determine the waiting time as

τwj = taji − (tctsji + τcts + tpji), (17)

where taji is arrival time of the packet to the ith SiCH node.
The transmission interval τ

p
ji is computed based on the

interval between the arrival times of two consecutive RTS
messages. Assuming the RTS message of the k th SeCH node
arrives at time trtsk i , and it is the next arrival after the RTS
message of jth SeCH node, where k ̸= j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N }.
The ith SiCH node allocates interval τ pji to the jth SeCH node
according to

τ
p
ji = τ dji + τ

g
i = trtsk i − trtsji , (18)

where τ
p
ji is the time slot that includes data and guard inter-

vals, τ dji and τ
g
i , respectively. The guard interval is a guard

time between consecutive time slots and it is used to over-
come intra-collisions due to clock drifts7 and spatial-temporal
uncertainty of acoustic channels [21].

In the current transmission phase, SeCH nodes transmit
their data to the ith SiCH with periodicity

τ
p
i =

Ji∑
j=1

τ
p
ji + Ji τrts, (19)

where Ji is the number of SeCH nodes clustered with the
ith SiCH node. SeCH nodes send one or more data packets
in each sub-phase based on the lengths of the data packets
and the transmitting intervals τ

p
ji . Short packet length and

longer transmitting intervalmeanmore transmitted data pack-
ets per sub-phase. If a SeCH node has more data packets
than the number of sub-phases, it should wait for the next
transmission phase to send the rest. If a SeCH node has fewer
data packets than the sub-phase numbers, it should switch
to sleeping mode after finishing its transmission. When the
current transmission phase is finished, SeCH nodes stop data
transmissions and begin a new initialization phase to get new
time slots. SeCH nodes that do not find their IDs in the CTS

7The errors in clock synchronization between the nodes.

message understand that their RTS messages have collided
(lines No. 48-51 in Algo. 1). Therefore, such nodes are not
eligible for transmissions in the current transmission phase
and should demand resources in the next initialization phase.
For example, in Fig. 3, SeCH No. 9 does not transmit data in
the first transmission phase since it did not find its ID in the
CTS message.

The average energy per packet could be computed as

Eav =

∑R
r=0

∑Mt−1
mt=0

∑N
i=1

(
Ec(i,mt , r) + Ed (i,mt , r)

)∑R
r=0

∑Mt−1
mt=0

∑N
i=1

(
ϵc(i,mt , r) + ϵd (i,mt , r)

) ,

(20)

where Ec(i,mt , r) and Ed (i,mt , r) are the total energies con-
sumed by the ith node in the mtht transmission phase and r th

round for processing control and data packets, respectively.
mt ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . ,Mt−1}, whereMt−1 is the total transmis-
sion phases per round. ϵc(i,mt , r) and ϵd (i,mt , r) are the total
numbers of processed control and data packets, respectively.
Mathematically, Ec(i,mt , r) and Ed (i,mt , r) can be formu-
lated as

Ec(i,mt , r) = E tx δtc(i,mt , r) + Erx δrc(i,mt , r),

Ed (i,mt , r) = E tx δtd (i,mt , r) + Erx δrd (i,mt , r)

+ Eagδag(i,mt , r), (21)

where E tx and Erx are the sending and receiving energy/bit,
respectively. Parameters δtc(i,mt , r) and δrc(i,mt , r) are the
numbers of sending and receiving control bits by the ith node
in the mtht transmission phase and r th round, respectively.
As well, δtd (i,mt , r) and δrd (i,mt , r) are numbers of sending
and receiving data bits, respectively. Eag and δag(i,mt , r) are
the aggregating energy/bit and number of aggregated bits,
respectively. For the same network setting, the ratio of the
average energy per packet of the L3EACH to DIVE protocol
is computed as

γE =
ELav
EDav

, (22)

where ELav and ELav are the average energy per packet of
the L3EACH and DIVE protocols, respectively, and they are
computed using Eq. (20).

To maintain the efficiency of the L3EACH protocol, some
notes should be considered during its implementation. Firstly,
the time durations of rounds and transmission phases should
be much longer than those of the setup and initialization
phases, respectively, i.e., τr ≫ τs and τt ≫ τin. Secondly,
the number of transmission sub-phases, Msp, should be opti-
mized. Increasing the number of sub-phases may result in
wasted network resources since many SeCH nodes may not
fill the reserved time slots. Conversely, too few sub-phases
could increase overheads due to extra control messages (i.e.,
Hi, RTS, and CTS). The optimization process should con-
sider the expected length of the gathered data per round,
which is related to the application type. Thirdly, the protocol
requires strict synchronization between the nodes since it is
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time-based. Clock drifts (i.e., in the transmitter or receiver)
and time variances (i.e., in the channel) could impair per-
formance. Thus, the guard time τ

g
i should be adequately

designed, and its size should be related to the propagation
delay of the links [21]. The ith SiCH node can set the guard
time as

τ
g
i = β

Li
ci

, 0 < β ≤ 1, (23)

where Li and ci are the cluster radius and the acoustic speed8

in the region of the ith SiCH node, respectively. Equation (23)
indicates that long links require long guard time between con-
secutive slots. Increasing β reduces the collision; however,
it reduces the channel utilization as well. What is challenging
is how to set the β value that trade-offs between minimizing
the collision and maximizing the channel utilization.

V. LOW-LATENCY LOW-ENERGY ADAPTIVE CLUSTERING
HIERARCHY VERSION 2 (L3EACH-V2) PROTOCOL
Like the L3EACH protocol, the L3EACH-V2 follows the
same process flow and time diagram shown in Figs. 2 and
3. However, it modulates the preamble bits to embed the
local IDs rather than inserting overhead bits. This results
in a significant reduction in network latency and average
energy consumption per packet. The protocol is inspired by
the preamble modulation techniques used in cellular commu-
nication systems [33], [34], [35], [36]. Section V-A bellow
introduces the L3EACH-V2 protocol in more detail and eval-
uates its computational complexity.

A. THE PROTOCOL MODEL
Figure 4 shows how the protocol modulates and demodulates
the preamble bits. Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode of the
implementation.

As shown in Fig. 4a, the source nodes modulate the pream-
ble signals using orthogonal codes to ensure this process is
invertible at the receiving side. Firstly, source nodes map the
preamble signal (i.e., the original preamble), source ID, and
destination ID to three orthogonal codes. Then, they super-
impose the orthogonal codes to produce a new preamble (i.e.,
a modulated preamble) signal. Next, the modulated preamble
is inserted in the packet’s overhead before the transmission
instead of the original one. Finally, The destination nodes
demodulate the preamble signal to recover the IDs using
four processes; correlating, time-shifting, subtracting, and
comparing processes, as shown in Fig. 4b.
Many orthogonal codes were proposed in the literature;

however, the Zadoff-Chu (ZC) code is commonly used in
cellular communications due to its outstanding correlation
features. The ZC code is complex discrete samples with
constant amplitude. The ZC code associated with the ith node

8The speed of the acoustic wave depends on the temperature and pressure
of the seawater in the region of the cluster.

Algorithm 2 Pseudocode of the L3EACH-V2 Protocol
Shows the Preamble Modulation and Demodulation Pro-
cesses
1: Input: Length of ZC sequence, lzc, reference preamble,
s1[n], and the threshold of cross-correlations, αth.

2: Output: IDs of the source and destination.
3: /*1- Preamble Modulation Process:*/
4: Transmitting node ID ui = {2, 3, . . . , (1− lzc)} and GCD

(ui, lzc) = 1.
5: Destination node ID uj = {2, 3, . . . , (1 − lzc)}, GCD

(uj, lzc) = 1 and j ̸= i.
6: The ith node generates ZC sequences using indexes

{1, ui, uj} and Eq. (24).
7: for Packet No. = {1, 2, . . .} do
8: Modulated preamble: xji[n] = su1 [n]+sui [n]+suj [n].
9: end for
10: /*2- Channel:*/
11: Generate random channel using Eq. (26)
12: /*3- Preamble Demodulation Process:*/
13: for Packet No. = {1, 2, . . .} do
14: Received packet: yji[n] = Hji xji[n] + wj[n].
15: /*3.1- Synchronization Process:*/
16: Cross-correlate: C(s1, yji, q), q ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , lzc −

1}.
17: Optimize: q∗

=

argmaxq∈{0,1,2,...,lzc−1} |C(su1 , yji, q)|.
18: Synchronize the received packet: yji[n] → yji[n, q∗].
19: /*3.2- Detection of Destination ID:*/
20: Subtract the preamble: y′ji[n, q

∗] = yji[n, q∗] −

1
H su1 [n].

21: Cross-correlate: C(sui , y
′
ji, q

∗).
22: if C(sj, y′ji, q

∗) ≥ αth then
23: /*3.3- Detection of Source ID:*/
24: Subtract destination ID: y′′ji[n, q

∗] = y′ji[n, q
∗] −

1
H sui [n].

25: for ui = 2 : lzc − 1, i ̸= j do
26: Cross-correlate: C(sj, y′′ji, q

∗).
27: end for
28: Optimize: u∗

i =

argmaxui∈{2,3,...,lzc−1} |C(sui , y
′′
ji, q

∗)|,
29: else
30: Discard the received packet.
31: end if
32: end for

is defined as [49]

sui [n] = exp

(
− π

√
−1 ui n (n+ ϕ1 + 2ϕ2)

lzc

)
, (24)

where n indicates the sample number, n = {0, 1, 2, . . . , lzc −

1}, and lzc is the length of the ZC code. Symbol ui is the index
of the ZC code, where ui = {1, 2, . . . , lzc − 1}. The ZC code
must satisfy the condition of the greatest common divisor
(GCD), i.e., GCD of (ui, lzc) = 1. Symbol ϕ1 is a complex
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FIGURE 4. Block diagram of the L3EACH-V2 shows the preamble modulation and demodulation processes. In this figure, operator {∗}

indicates auto and cross-correlation processes.

number, and ϕ2 is a real number equal to (lzc mode 2). Corre-
lation features of the ZC codes could bementioned as follows:
first, the autocorrelation between a ZC code with a shifted
version of itself is zero. Second, the cross-correlation between
two ZC codes is inversely proportional to the code length,
i.e., 1/

√
lzc, given that the GCD of (uj − ui, lzc) = 1, where

{uj, ui} are the ZC indexes associated with the jth and the ith

nodes, respectively. The residual error of the cross-correlation
process approaches zero when the code length is long enough.

Figure 4a shows the modulation process. Assuming the
ith sensor node sends packets to the jth node, the ith node
modulates the preamble by superimposing the ZC codes of
the original preamble, its local ID, and destination’s local ID
as

xji[n] = sui [n] + sui [n] + su1 [n], uj ̸= ui, (25)

where {su1 , sui , suj} are ZC codes9 of the original preamble,
sender ID, and receiver ID, respectively. Due to channel
impairments, the received sequence differs from the trans-
mitted symbols, xji[n]. Let Hji be the channel coefficient for
the link between the ith and the jth nodes which is a complex
quantity defined as

Hji = hji exp
(
2π

√
−1 fc q∗

)
, (26)

where hji is the DC channel gain which is the inverse of the
path loss defined in Eq. (1), i.e., hji = A−1

ji . fc is the frequency
carrier, and q∗ is the quantized channel delay. The received
sequence, yji[n + q∗], is often captured by the following
expression

yji[n+ q∗] = Hji xji[n] + INj[n], (27)

where INj[n] is the interference and noise time sequence of
the jth receiver, and it is obtained by taking inverse-Fourier

9In this paper, we assign an index of 1 to the original preamble signal to
simplify the illustration. However, any index could be used in the implemen-
tation.

transform of Eq. (4), then sampling with a sampling rate that
satisfies the Nyquist rate.

As shown in Fig. 4b, the demodulation process is based on
the autocorrelation characteristics of ZC’s codes (lines No.
17-20 in Algo. 2). The jth node begins the demodulation pro-
cess by synchronizing itself with the received packets (lines
No. 13-16 inAlgo. 2). Synchronization is accomplishedwhen
the beginning of the preamble signal is determined. The syn-
chronization is achieved by correlating the received packet
and a delayed version of the preamble. The correlation coef-
ficient, C(s1, yji, q), between the received signal yji[n + q∗]
and the delayed version of the preamble su1 [n+q] is computed
as

C(su1 , yji, q)

=

lzc∑
u=1

s⋆u1 [u+ q] yji[u+ q∗]

= hji

 lzc∑
u=1

s⋆u1 [u+ q] su1 [u+ q∗] +
2

√
lzc

+ INj[n],

(28)

where s⋆u1 [u + q] is the complex conjugate of the delayed
preamble sequence su1 [u + q], u ∈ {1, 2, . . . , lzc}, and q is
the quantized delay value. Equation (28) contains three terms:
the first represents the received preamble power at delay time
u+q, the second represents the residual power resulting from
cross-correlations between the preamble and the IDs, and the
last term represents interference and noise at the jth node. The
value of the correlation coefficient is zero when su1 [n + q]
is orthogonal to all the sequences of yji[n + q∗]. However,
the correlation coefficient reaches its peak when su1 [n + q]
is non-orthogonal and synchronized with one sequence of
yji[n+q∗]. In order to synchronize with incoming packets, the
jth node checks the correlation coefficient versus q values and
picks the q value that yields the largest correlation coefficient.
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This optimization problem can be formulated as

q∗
= argmax

q∈{0,1,2,...,lzc−1}
|C(su1 , yji, q)|. (29)

The peak value of the correlation coefficient is

C(su1 , yji, q)|q=q∗ = hji

 lzc∑
u=1

|su1 [u+ q∗]|2 +
2

√
lzc


+ INj[n]. (30)

After synchronization is achieved, the jth node first recovers
the destination ID before the source ID to simplify the ID
detection. In order to recover the destination ID, the node
eliminates the preamble signal from the received packets as
follows:

yji1 [n+ q∗] = yji[n+ q∗] −
1
hji

su1 [n+ q∗]. (31)

The DC gain, hji, is roughly estimated by dividing the ampli-
tude of Eq. (25) over the amplitude of Eq. (27). The node
cross-correlates the resulting sequence, yji1 [u + q∗], with its
ID sequence, suj [n + q∗], and compares the results with a
threshold αth as follows:

C(suj , yji1 , q
∗) =

1
hji

lzc∑
u=1

s⋆uj [u+ q∗] yji1 [u+ q∗] ≥ αth.

(32)

If the correlation coefficient value is smaller than the thresh-
old, αth, the node discards the packet assuming it is sent to
another node. Otherwise, the node accepts the packet and
detects the sender ID. In order to detect the sender’s ID, the
node first eliminates the destination ID from the received
packets as follows

yji2 [n+ q∗] = yji1 [n+ q∗] −
1
hji

suj [n+ q∗]. (33)

The node then cross-correlates the resulting signal, yji2 [n +

q∗], with all possible ID sequences in the cluster. Then,
it picks the ID that maximizes the correlation coefficient
(lines No. 21-29 in Algo. 2). The maximum value of the
correlation coefficient is formulated as

u∗
i = argmax

ui∈{2,3,...,lzc−1}, ui ̸=uj
|C(sui , yji2 , q

∗)|, (34)

where C(sui , yji2 , q
∗) is computed as

C(sui , yji2 , q
∗) =

1
hji

lzc∑
u=1

s⋆ui [u+ q∗] yji2 [n+ q∗]. (35)

The optimization process in Eq. (34) is simple since it consid-
ers only ZC codes of the cluster and not the whole network.
The modulation and demodulation steps are summarized in
Algo. 2.

Careful selection of the threshold value, αth, is crucial for
the performance of Algo. 2. Algorithm 3 provides a crite-
rion for computing the optimal αth values based on SINRji,

Algorithm 3 Pseudocode of Optimizing the Threshold, α∗
th,

Versus the SINRji for Algo. 2
1: Input: Algorithm (2).
2: Output: Optimal values of the threshold α∗

th versus
SINRji values.

3: for SINRji values in range . . . do
4: for αth values in range . . . do
5: for Iteration No. = {1, 2, . . . , 8} do
6: Call Algo. (2)
7: if Detected IDs = transmitted IDs then
8: No. correct IDs = No. correct IDs + 1,
9: end if
10: end for
11: Error probability of IDs at αth = (8− No. correct

IDs) / 8
12: end for
13: Select α∗

th value that gives the minimum error proba-
bility

14: end for
15: List optimal values α∗

th versus SINRji values

as shown in the figure. The algorithm evaluates the error
probability of ID detection for different threshold values in
the range αth > 1 for a specific SINRji value. For each
value of αth, it iterates over thousands of packets using Algo.
2, computes the error probability, and determines the α∗

th
value that minimizes the error. This process is repeated for
each new SINRji value. Algorithm 3 is executed only once
before network deployment, and the results are stored in a
lookup table in the memory of sensor nodes. In the field,
the nodes estimate the SINRji values and dynamically adjust
the threshold value to α∗

th in real-time, thereby enhancing the
performance of Algo. 2.

When implementing the L3EACH-V2 protocol, several
points should be considered. First, the ZC code’s length
should be at least lzc ≥ Ji + 1 + ζ to assign a unique
code to each node in the ith cluster and allocate ζ codes for
broadcast and multicast control messages, e.g., Hi messages.
Increasing the code length reduces residual errors in the
cross-correlation process, thereby improving the ID detec-
tion’s error probability. SINRji values can be estimated using
the preamble signal to select the optimal threshold value,
i.e., α∗

th. When the SINRji is low, errors in ID detection are
expected, so high transmission power is recommended. The
Doppler shift’s effect on the modulated preambles can be
neglected in quasi-stationary links but must be considered
in mobile links (e.g., sensor nodes attached to underwater
automotive vehicles) [37].

B. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
The L3EACH-V2 protocol outperforms the L3EACH, but it
requires additional DSP due to themodulation and demodula-
tion of preamble signals. This subsection aims to quantify the
extra computational complexity needed for the L3EACH-V2
over the L3EACH protocol.
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As illustrated in Fig. 4 and Algo. 2, the correlation process
dominates the other processes. Given the short initialization
phases, we can calculate the computational complexity by
only considering the correlation process in the transmission
phases. Since the correlation process of synchronization is
performed in both L3EACH and L3EACH-V2 protocols,
we focus only on the correlation process for ID demodula-
tions. The correlation process for the destination ID is exe-
cuted only once per packet, so we can ignore it. However, the
correlation process for the source ID is performed multiple
times per packet, and thus we must consider it.

Assuming the cluster network is composed of one mother-
ship, I sink nodes, and J SeCH nodes. Let Ji be the number of
SeCH nodes per the ith SiCH node, where i = {1, 2, . . . , I }.
Kji is the number of SeCM nodes per the jthi SeCH node in the
cluster of the ith SiCH node, where ji = {1, 2, . . . , Ji}. Let
lengths of the ZC codes be lzc, the election probability as P,
the SINRji threshold as SINRth, and the total received packets
beQ(SINRth). The computation complexity, Cx , of L3EACH-
V2 is computed as

Cx(SINRth, lzc,P, J ,Kji )

= O
( I∑

i=1

[
Qi(SINRth)

× Ci(lzc) × Ji(P, J ) +

Ji∑
ji=1

Qji (SINRth)

× Cji (lzc)Kji (P, J )
])

, (36)

where O is the notation of the function complexity. In this
equation, the first summation is performed over the number
of SiCH nodes per the mothership, i.e., I . The second sum-
mation is performed over the number of SeCH nodes per
ith SiCH node, i.e., Ji. The first term presents the demodu-
lation complexity of SiCH nodes, where Qi(SNIRth) is the
number of received packets by the ith SiCH node. Ci(lzc)
is the DSP associated with the processor of the ith SiCH
node. The second term presents the demodulation complexity
processed by SeCH nodes, where Qji (SINRth) is the number
of received packets by the jith SeCH node, and Cji (lzc) is the
DSP associated with the processor of the jith SeCH node.
Equation (36) could be approximated under the following

assumptions. Assume Ji(P, J ) and Kji (P, J ) equal to the aver-
age values

Ji(P, J ) =
P × J
I

, Kji (P, J ) =
1 − P
P

. (37)

Also, let Ci(lzc) and Cji (lzc) be equal to the average val-
ues: Ci(lzc) = Ĉi(lzc) and Cji (lzc) = ĈJ (lzc). Assuming
all received packets by SeCH nodes are forwarded to SiCH
nodes and received successfully, i.e.,

∑Ji
ji=1Qji (SINRth) =

Qi(SINRth). Also, let
∑I

i=1Qi(SINRth) = Qi(SINRth). The
autocorrelation DSP, ĈJ (lzc) and Ĉi(lzc), equal to an average
value C(l̂zc), i.e., ĈJ (lzc) ≈ Ĉi(lzc) ≈ C(l̂zc), where l̂zc is the

TABLE 2. Simulation parameters of the numerical results [50], [51], [52].

average length of the ZC codes used in the entire network.
So, Eq. (36) can be approximated as

Cx(SINRth, lzc,P, J , I )

≈ O
(
Qi(SINRth)

[
P × J
I

+
1 − P
P

]
C(l̂zc)

)
. (38)

In this equation, the computational complexity is a linear
function of the number of SeCH nodes, J , the number of
received packets, QK (SINRth), and the autocorrelation DSP
C(l̂zc). However, the computational complexity is also a
non-linear function of the election probability, P, and the
number of sinks, I . In the next section, we investigate this
equation numerically and show the influence of P and I on
the computational complexity of the L3EACH-V2 protocol.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
This section compares the performance of the L3EACH and
L3EACH-V2 protocols to the DIVE protocol. We selected
the DIVE protocol because it is tested by CMRE-NATO
[31], [32]. To ensure a fair comparison in the numerical
results, we assume that the DIVE, L3EACH, and L3EACH-
V2 protocols are identical in terms of resource allocation (i.e.,
node IDs, CDMA codes, and time slots) and packet routing
through multi-hop transmissions, as already shown in Figs. 1,
2, and 3. However, they are different in how they assign the
IDs. The DIVE protocol assigns unique IDs on a wide scale,
the L3EACH protocol assigns unique IDs on a local scale, and
the L3EACH-V2 protocol embeds local IDs in the preamble
signals.

A. SIMULATION SETUP AND PARAMETERS
The simulation parameters for the considered scenarios are
presented in Table 2, which are based on the commercial
JANUS standard and a commercial micro-modem [50], [52].

We consider a 3-D grid topology with a size of 10 ×

10 × 10 km3 and a varying number of sensor nodes, i.e.,
[125, 216, . . . , 2197]. The numbers of nodes are chosen to
ensure uniform distribution with equal inter-distancing in the
grid. The inter-distance between the nodes is proportional to
the number of nodes and ranges between 0.9 and 2.8 km.
Although the sensor nodes are assumed to be stationary,
they are displaced around their centers in the X , Y , and Z
directions due to waves and currents in the seawater. The
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FIGURE 5. The ratio between average ID lengths of L3EACH and DIVE
protocols (Eq. (14)).

displacement is modeled using a 3-D Gaussian random vari-
able, and the displacement variances for the X and Y axes are
equal and more significant than that for the Z axis, as given in
the table. Assuming short inter-distances between the nodes
with slight mobility, we ignore the effects of Doppler shifting,
multi-path fading, and beam-bending.

We assume a low bit rate of 80 bps, with an overhead of
24 bits and a payload of 32 bits per packet. The overhead bits
consist of 14 for the preamble signal, 2 for packet type, and
8 for cyclic redundancy check (CRC) [50], [51]. They adapt
their transmission power based on the channel conditions,
with a maximum power of 6.3492×10−12 Watt. We consider
packets to be received correctly if their received powers
exceed 6.3492 × 10−20 Watt. The SeCH nodes consume
5 × 10−9 Joule per bit for data aggregation [51], [52].

B. THE L3EACH PROTOCOL: AVERAGE LENGTH OF THE
IDs AND AVERAGE ENERGY PER PACKET
Figure 5 shows the average ID length ratio between the
L3EACH and DIVE protocols, computed using Algo. 1 and
Eqs. (12)-(14) for two different election probability values,
P = {0.1, 0.2}. The results show that the L3EACH proto-
col assigns significantly shorter IDs compared to the DIVE
protocol. As the number of nodes increases, the L3EACH
protocol assigns relatively much shorter IDs, which can be
attributed to the increase in the number of clusters per net-
work. This, in turn, reduces the number of nodes per cluster,
leading to a further reduction in the ID length. For networks
with 125 and 2300 nodes, the average length ratio between the
L3EACH and DIVE protocols is 73% and 48%, respectively,
when P = 0.1. Consequently, the L3EACH protocol reduces
ID lengths by 27% and 52%, respectively. The reduction in
ID length is more significant when P = 0.2 than P = 0.1,
with the L3EACH protocol shrinking ID lengths by 36% and
55% for networks with 125 and 2300 nodes, respectively.

Figure 6 shows the ratio between the average energy per
packet for the L3EACH protocol and the DIVE protocol. The

FIGURE 6. The ratio between average energies per packet of L3EACH and
DIVE protocols (Eq. (22)).

ratio is computed using Algo. 1 and Eqs. (20)-(22), and it
is depicted for two values of the election probability, P =

{0.1, 0.2}. The L3EACH protocol consumes less energy per
packet than the DIVE protocol due to its use of shorter IDs
and, i.e., fewer overhead bits. As shown in the figure, the
energy savings become more significant as the number of
nodes increases. Increasing the election probability increases
the number of clusters per network which reduces the number
of nodes per cluster and decreases the average energy per
packet. For P = 0.1, the ratio of the average energy is 94%
and 88% when N = {125, 2300}, respectively. Thus, the
L3EACH protocol reduces the average energy per packet by
6% and 12%, respectively. When P = 0.2, the energy savings
are even more significant, with the L3EACH protocol saving
8% and 13% of the energy, respectively.

C. THE L3EACH-V2 PROTOCOL: PREAMBLE MODULATION
AND DEMODULATION
Figure 7 illustrates the missed and false ID detection prob-
abilities of the L3EACH-V2 protocol versus the SINRji in
dB, with αth = 2. Missed ID detection occurs when the
intended destinations dismiss received packets, while false
ID detection occurs when the unintended destinations accept
received packets. The figure shows that as SINRji increases,
the probability of missed packets decreases, while the prob-
ability of false packets increases. For instance, at SINRji =

−20 dB, the probability of missed and false packets are 1 and
0.025, respectively. On the other hand, at SINRji = 20 dB, the
probability of missed and false packets are 0.125 and 0.075,
respectively.

Figure 8 presents the error probability of the L3EACH-V2
protocol and the optimal threshold values, α∗

th, on the left and
right Y-axes, respectively. The error probability is the joint
probability of missed and false ID detection shown in Fig. 7.
The figure evaluates the error probability against SINRji in
dB at three threshold values, i.e., αth = {1.5, 2, 2.5}. The
results reveal that the error probability performance varies
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FIGURE 7. The probabilities of missed and false ID detections for
L3EACH-V2 protocol versus the SINRji in dB, assuming αth = 2.

FIGURE 8. On the left Y-axis, the error probability of missed and false
packets versus the SINRji at different threshold values. While on the right
Y-axis, the optimal threshold versus the SINRji .

significantly with the threshold value. For instance, αth =

2.5 achieves better performance in the low SINRji range, i.e.,
[−20, −10] dB, while αth = 2 achieves better performance
in the high SINRji range, i.e., [10, 20] dB. On the right Y-axis
of the figure, the optimal threshold α∗

th is computed versus
SINRji using Algo. 3. The optimal threshold depends on
the channel quality (i.e., SINRji) and changes non-linearly.
As shown, the optimal threshold values are α∗

th = 2.5 and
2.05 at poor and good channel conditions, SINRji = −15 and
15 dB, respectively.

D. THE L3EACH-V2 PROTOCOL: SUCCESSFULLY RECEIVED
PACKETS AND AVERAGE ENERGY PER PACKETS
Figure 9 shows the number of successfully received packets
versus the number of nodes per network for the L3EACH-
V2, L3EACH, and DIVE protocols. The figure indicates
an increase in the number of successfully received packets
with the increase in the number of nodes per network for
all protocols. However, the increase is more significant for
the L3EACH-V2 protocol and less significant for the DIVE

FIGURE 9. Number of transmitted and received packets for L3EACH-V2,
L3EACH, and DIVE protocols versus the number of nodes per network.

protocol. The L3EACH-V2 protocol creates shorter packet
lengths by embedding the source and destination IDs in the
preamble signal, rather than using additional overhead bits.
This reduces the duration of L3EACH-V2 packets, allow-
ing the channel to serve a larger number of nodes without
experiencing packet collisions or channel congestion. Hence,
adding more nodes can significantly increase the number of
delivered packets in L3EACH protocols, while this may not
be the case for other protocols. For instance, when the number
of sensor nodes per network is 1000 nodes, the L3EACH-V2,
L3EACH, and DIVE protocols successfully process 3.75, 3.3,
and 3.2 million packets, respectively. This implies that the
L3EACH-V2 protocol improves the network throughput by
12% and 16% compared to the L3EACH andDIVE protocols,
respectively.

Figure 10 illustrates the average energy consumption per
packet in Joules versus the number of nodes per network
for the L3EACH-V2, L3EACH, and DIVE protocols. The
figure only takes into account the energy consumed in packet
transmission and reception, which constitutes a relatively
large portion of the total energy consumption compared to
that of the processors (i.e., DSP energy).10 It is observed
that the DIVE protocol has the highest average energy con-
sumption per packet, while the L3EACH-V2 protocol has
the lowest. Moreover, the performance of the L3EACH-V2
protocol does not vary significantly with the number of
nodes in the network. However, the performance of the DIVE
protocol shows significant variability with changes in the
number of nodes per network due to its longer packets that
lead to a higher number of packet collisions as depicted in
Fig. 5. Adding more nodes to the network results in more
channel congestion, leading to more packet collisions, which
increases the average energy consumption per packet and,
consequently, decreases the energy efficiency of the network.

10Computing DSP energy is a challenging task since it depends on tens of
unknown hardware parameters.
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TABLE 3. Comparison between the DIVE, L3EACH, and L3EACH-V2 protocols.

FIGURE 10. Average energy per packet for L3EACH-V2, L3EACH, and DIVE
protocols versus the number of nodes per network.

For instance, for a network with 600 nodes, the L3EACH-
V2, L3EACH, and DIVE protocols consume 17, 21.3, and
23 Joules, respectively.

E. THE L3EACH-V2 PROTOCOL: COMPUTATIONAL
COMPLEXITY
In Fig. 11, the computational complexity of the L3EACH-
V2 protocol is depicted as a function of the election prob-
ability, P, while assuming a network of N = 103 nodes
and I = {5, 10} sink nodes. The complexity is calculated
using Eq. (38) and normalized by the number of received
packets and correlation complexity. The curve of the com-
putational complexity takes the shape of a U-curve, where
it decreases initially and then increases as P increases. The
reason behind this behavior is that increasing P results in
more SeCH nodes and fewer SeCM nodes per cluster, leading
to fewer correlation processes per SeCH node and, thus,
lower computational complexity. However, the increase in P
also leads to more SeCH nodes per SiCH, resulting in more
correlation processes per SiCH node and, therefore, more
computations. For example, when the number of sink nodes is
5, increasing P by a factor of four (from P = 0.05 to P = 0.2)
results in a 1.5 times increase in computational complexity
(from Cx = 30 to Cx = 43). However, when the number
of sink nodes is 10, increasing P by a factor of four (from
P = 0.025 to P = 0.1) leads to a 0.5 times reduction in
computational complexity (from Cx = 35 to Cx = 18).

FIGURE 11. Computational complexity of the L3EACH-V2 protocol versus
the election probability of SeCH nodes.

F. A SUMMARY OF THE NUMERICAL DISCUSSIONS
Table 3 summarizes the outcomes of the numerical analysis
conducted for the DIVE, L3EACH, and L3EACH-V2 pro-
tocols. Among the three, the L3EACH-V2 protocol offers
several advantages, including a longer network lifetime,
lower communication latency (i.e., end-to-end delay), and
higher communication reliability (i.e., successful delivery
rate). The protocol is suitable for real-time bandwidth-limited
applications, such as underwater video surveillance and
instant-message systems. It can only be implemented in clus-
ter networks and requires high SINRji values and additional
DSP. On the other hand, due to its wide-scale ID assignment,
the DIVE protocol has the poorest performance in terms
of network lifetime, communication latency, and communi-
cation reliability. The protocol is appropriate for non-real-
time applications, such as underwater telemetry and remote-
control systems. It can be employed in any network topology,
and it does not require high SINRji values or additional DSP.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
This paper presents two innovative cluster network protocols,
L3EACH and L3EACH-V2, which improve communication
latency and energy efficiency of UACNs compared to the
DIVE protocol. These protocols are suitable for latency and
energy-sensitive applications such as video surveillance and
instant-message systems. However, they have limitations,
such as being only suitable for cluster topologies, requir-
ing additional DSP, and optimal performance requiring high
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SINRji values. In addition, clock drift or variations in propa-
gation delays may also impair performance.
There are several future research opportunities in this area.
One such opportunity is to explore the incorporation of
additional information into preamble signals. Another is to
combine the L3EACH and L3EACH-V2 protocols and select
them based on channel conditions. Finally, it is also necessary
to analyze the protocols’ performance with new physical-
layer technologies, study the impact of clock drift, evalu-
ate the L3EACH-V2 protocol under the Doppler effect, and
implement the protocols in the laboratory using the JANUS
standard and the Micro-Modem device.
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